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the program offers a complete service for all models of the following brands: vw, audi, skoda, seat and also the models - audi a4, audi a6, audi a8, seat alhambra. elsawin is developed in the user interface in visual basic and uses the ole api 4.0 2.
brakes. 3. repairs of the brakes. 4. repairs of the suspension (shocks, struts, control arm, panhard bar, macpherson struts, coils, dampers, leaf springs and shock absorbers). 5. repairs of the steering 6. repairs of the body (fenders, hood, front and rear
doors, seats, headlamp, backlight, trunk, fascia, front airbag & door handles). the information on the repair can be displayed both in the form of the new parts numbers and in the form of the photographic part. the information is in a set of tables. the

structure of tables is defined in four types of structure: elsawin 7.0 volkswagen cars: 3.1 service & repair workshop software, which described in detail the technical work on the repair, operation and maintenance of volkswagen and audi vehicles
manufactured from 1947 to 2007.the program provides detailed information on the implementation of the technical procedures for the repair and operation of the basic units of volkswagen and audi.in carrying out each stage of the work program

described will be useful in the repair of your car or node unit.the program is very well demonstrated the repair work, as there are many illustrations and a very detailed description of the different steps.if you do repairs audi cars, seat, skoda, you can
integrate the management of repairs to the programs so you can combine them.if you want to use the program for the diagnosis of electronic components, it is not intended for this, for this purpose, there are special diagnostic program.the elsa win 6.0

program is compatible with operating systems: windows 7, windows 8, windows 10 and xp system.the latest program shell and data has a multilingual interface, including the russian language.
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to establish a new session' or 'to create the program
database.' when the first and second screens are

displayed at once, it means that the installation was
successfully completed and the database is created by
the program. the program will be used to the database

created. meanwhile the database program is also
created. vag group vw/audi/skoda/seat vehicles all
regions elsawin full electronic service information

catalogue is updated to elsawin 5.0. it provides thee full
information on repair basically on new automobiles

1986-2011, electric schemes 1992-2009. there is a set of
installation files for installing elsawin 4.0and all its
subsequent updates to version 6.0 (directories with

numbering from 1 to 7). also in the distribution is added
the full version of the installer elsawin 6.0 (catalog

number 8). the main requirement before starting the
installation of elsawin version 4.0 is the presence of
adobe reader installed in the system. the minimum

version is 5 or newer. if during the installation of disks
audi and vw the some people cd will not be requested be
not frightened, on missed cds there is an information on
others (danish, polish and others languages.. if you will
mark all languages that the program elsa win 5.2 will
request all cds. press release – audi a3, audi a4, audi

a5/seat alhambra, audi a6 allroad, audi a8/audi v8, audi
avant, audi a7, audi a4/audi a5, audi rs3 cabriolet, audi

s3/audi a3, audi a4, audi a7/seat alhambra, audi a8, audi
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s3, audi a8/alhambra this software have the same
function that works, because of vw and audi vehicles. au
di80/100/200,a1,a2,a3,a3cabriolet,a3tourer,s3quattro,a4
,a4avant,a4allroad,s4,a5,a5sportback,a5cabriolet,s5,s5d
esporto,a6,a6allroad,avanta7,a8,s8quattro,r8,r8quattro,r

8spyder,r8gt,q3,q5,q7,tt,ttroadster 5ec8ef588b
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